
Rico-Design Set
Anleitung No. 801

With the Rico-Design set you can create trendy bracelets with the Macramé-technique. The well coordinated bright colours can be combined with different
discs and are a real eye-catcher!

And this is how it works 

Step instructions Rico-Design flower box:

Contents: 4 x discs, 2 x 4,40 m cotton tape, 8 x plastic beads

Step 1 
At the beginning choose a disc or pendant and a suitable Ribbon one. Cut the carrier tape to approx. 30cm and guide both ends together 

Step 2
Pull the two ends from back to front through the eyelet of the disc, then through the loop and tighten well. 

Step 3
Pull Pearl a small black one over both bands and tie a knot at the end. To fix it Pearl , tie a knot in front of it, too. To get the knot especially close to the Pearl
end, go into the knot with one Darning needle and Pearl pull the knot tightly to the end 

Step 4 + 5
Fix the carrier band with a tape, for Safety pin example on a cushion. Then cut off a second (knotting Ribbon tape) of 60cm and place it centrally under the
carrier tape.

Step 6
Now start with a right macramé knot (see also sketch 1-4). Place the right one Ribbon over the middle one to the Ribbon left and then under the left one. Then
Ribbon. place the left Ribbon one under the middle one to the Ribbon right. Pull the left Ribbon one from back to front through the loop of the right band. Now
this is Ribbon knotted. Tighten the knot carefully 

Step 7 + 8
Then make a left macramé knot. Place the left one Ribbon over the middle one to the Ribbon right and then under the right one. Then Ribbon. place the right
Ribbon one under the middle one to the Ribbon left. Pull the right one Ribbon from back to front through the loop of the left strap. Tighten the knot carefully.
Then make a right macramé knot again. Repeat this procedure until about 4cm is tied.

Step 9 + 10
The ends are glued directly to the last knot with Rico Design craft glue so that the knots do not unravel later. After drying, cut them off with scissors. Repeat
step 1 - 9 on the other side. 



Step 11
Place both ends of the carrier tape against each other and fix them to Safety pin the cushion with one. Then cut 30cm Ribbon to size. Place the knotting tape
again centrally under the carrier tape and start with a right knot. Then make a left knot again. Repeat the process until about 3cm is tied 

Fix the ends carefully with a little Rico Design glue 
Important: Do not get on the carrier tape, otherwise the tapes can no longer be moved.
Leave to dry and cut this off Ribbon briefly.

Ready! 

Info: 4 bracelets can be knotted per set, each with one disc. 

Have fun with creative design!
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